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§1 – OVERVIEW
• The ancient Indo-European (IE) languages show intramorphemic alternations in vowel quality and

quantity (ABLAUT) within and across inflectional paradigms:

QUALITATIVE: *[e] ∼ *[o] QUANTITATIVE: *[e, o, (a)] ∼ *[∅]

• Overarching question (much disputed since the 19th c.):

◦ Was ablaut morphologically or phonologically conditioned in Proto-Indo-European (PIE)?

• Traditional analysis (e.g., “Erlangen Model”; Schindler 1975a,b, Rix 1992) — ablaut was (purely) mor-
phological; intraparadigmatic ablaut (and stress) alternations specified by prosodic templates.

• Yet quantitative ablaut correlates strongly with presence/absence of word stress; much can thus be
derived atemplatically via prosodically conditioned (primarily pre-tonic) vowel deletion processes (cf.
Kiparsky 2010, 2018), but the exact conditions for deletion remain to be determined.

• Two specific claims advanced here:

(i) PIE had a purely phonological process targeting post-tonic vowels for deletion — i.e., (3) below.
(ii) This process accounts for ablaut in neuter “*–men-stems” better than previous templatic analyses.

§2 – PUZZLE
• PIE deverbal neuter nouns with suffix “*–men–” show *[∅] ∼ *[o:] SG/PL suffixal alternation — e.g., (1):

N.NOM/ACC.SG N.NOM/ACC.PL

(1) a. *[dHéh-mn
"
] : *[dHéh-mo:n] > Ved. dh´̄ama : dh´̄amāni ‘domain(s)’

b. *[sékw-mn
"
] : *[sékw-mo:n] > OAv. haxmā : hax@ma̧m ‘accompaniment(s)’

c. *[séh-mn
"
] : *[séh-mo:n] > Lat. sēmen ‘seed’ : OHG sāmo ‘seed’

• *[-mo:n] in PL derives from */-mon-X/ (*/-X/ ⇔ N.NOM/ACC.PL) by (2), which deletes a word-final
post-consonantal fricative (F) with compensatory lengthening of preceding V: (Szemerényi 1962; Nussbaum 1986:129–30;

Sandell and Byrd 2014, 2015)

(2) SZEMERÉNYI’S LAW (SZL): PIE */VCF#/ → *[V:C#]
a. */méXter-s/ → *[máXte:r] > AGk. m´̄etēr ‘mother’ b. */wéd-or-X/ → *[wédo:r] > AGk. húdōr ‘waters’

• But suffixal */∅/ ∼ */o/ SG/PL alternation still requires explanation — under the traditional account, it
is not a property of an established templatic class.

• Standard solution (Schindler 1975b) involves stem suppletion — *–men-stems belong to two classes:

(i) SG = “proterokinetic” — characterized by stressed [é] in root and *[∅] in suffix in NOM, ACC.
(ii) PL = “amphikinetic” — characterized by stressed *[é] in root and *[o] in suffix in NOM, ACC.

◦ Can this alternation be explained without stem suppletion or appeal to templatic classes?

§5 – ANALYSIS: DELETION VS. LENGTHENING

• Interaction between PoD and
SZL falls out from (7).

• PoD applies in zero-marked
N.NOM/ACC.SG as in (8b).

• Both PoD and SZL are viable
repairs for *CF]σ in (9); mora-
preserving (9b) with SZL is
preferred to (9c) with vowel
deletion by PoD.

• Same phonotactic constraint
(*CF]σ) that drives SZL in (9)
also blocks PoD in (11) below.

(7) *CF]σ, MAX-C/_V_ À * oC]σ À MAX-µ À MAX-C
(see handout for definition & details)

(8)
/dHeµhµ -moµnµ-∅/ *CF]σ Max-C/_V_ *’oC]σ Max-µ Max-C

a. dHéµhµ.moµnµ ∗!
b. � dHéµhµ.mn

"
µ ∗

c. dHéµhµ.moµ ∗! ∗ ∗
(9)

/dHeµhµ- moµnµ-Xµ/ *CF]σ Max-C/_V_ *’oC]σ Max-µ Max-C

a. dHéµhµ.moµnµXµ ∗! ∗
b. � dHéµhµ.mo:µµnµ ∗
c. dHéµhµ.mn

"
µXµ ∗!

d. dHéµhµ.moµnµ ∗! ∗ ∗
e. dHéµhµ.mo:µµXµ ∗! ∗

§6 – MORPHOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
• Two pieces of morphological evidence support a UR */ -mon-/ in NOM/ACC of “–men-stems.”

[A] Schindler (1975b:263–4) argued for a diachronic connection between neuter *–men-stems and “*–es-
stems” on formal grounds — both are (i) primary deverbal neuter nouns with (ii) fixed root stress;
(iii) invariant root *[é]-vocalism; and (iv) [o:]-suffixal vocalism in N.NOM/ACC.PL — e.g., (10):

(10) N.NOM/ACC.SG N.NOM/ACC.PL (11)
PIE *[mén-os] : *[mén-o:s]

> Ved. mánas : mánāṁsi
> OAv. manas(-cā) : man̊ā

/meµn- oµsµ-∅/ *CF]σ Max-C/_V_ *’oC]σ Max-µ Max-C

a. � méµ.noµsµ ∗
b. méµnµsµ ∗! ∗
c. mé:µµnµ ∗! ∗ ∗

• Proposal: Both have same synchronic prosodic representation — i.e., preaccenting with suffixal */o/-
vocalism; surface difference in NOM/ACC.SG of *–es-stems due to (11) phonotactic blocking of PoD.

(11) a. */men -os-∅/ → *[mén-os] > AGk. ménos ‘spirit’, Ved. mánas ‘thought’
b. */men -os-X/ → *[mén-o:s] > OAv. man̊ā, Ved. mánāṁsi ‘thoughts’

[B] Standardly assumed that PIE animate *–mon-stems were derived from neuter *–men-stems (“internal
derivation”; ID), which would have involved a shift in templatic class (“protero-” ⇒ “amphikinetic”).

(Widmer 2004:69; Fortson 2010:122–3; Weiss 2011:262–3, i.a.)

• Claim: Formally, Vedic directly contin-
ues this derivational process, e.g., (12).

(12) PIE *[dHér-mn
"
] > Ved. dhárma ‘foundation’ (N.NOM/ACC.SG)

⇒ *[dHer-mó:n] > Ved. dharm´̄a ‘support(er)’ (ANIM.NOM.SG)

• Proposal: ID involves only a shift in stress one syllable to the right.

⇒ PIE animate *–mon-stems “inherit” suffixal */o/-vocalism from neuter *–men-stems as in (13a).

(13) a. */dHer- mon-/N ⇒ */�dHer-món�ADJ-s/ANIM → *[dHer.mó:n] > Ved. dharm´̄a ‘support(er)’

b. */tomh- o-/ANIM ⇒ */�tomh-ó�ADJ-s/ANIM → *[tom.hós] > AGk. tomós ‘cuttingADJ’ (⇐ tómos ‘slice’)

• This proposal functionally and formally unifies ID in (13a) with better established thematic type in (13b):
· ID produces a relational adjective (> animate agent noun) from a primary deverbal noun.
· Derived forms also show underapplication of pre-tonic mid-V deletion in root (a transparadigmatic

uniformity effect; Benua 1997, i.a.), as often in IE non-primary derivation (cf. Schindler 1975b:260).

§7 – CONCLUSIONS (& QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH)

• Quantitative ablaut in NOM/ACC of PIE neuter *–men- and –es-stems is due to:
(i) Ordinary inflectional affixation (not stem suppletion; contra Schindler 1975b).

(ii) Application of regular phonological processes: SZL in (2), PoD in (3).

¦ Key to the solution — suffix UR is recoverable from the plural (not the leftmost column/citation form).
• More broadly, PIE *–men- and *–es-stems support an atemplatic approach to PIE ablaut, which includes:

(i) Morphophonological deletion of mid vowels before accented (or stressed?) vowels.
(ii) Phonological deletion of post-tonic */o/ (and */e/?) in closed syllables.

(iii) Phonotactic blocking and morphologically-induced underapplication (when?) of these processes.

§3 – PROPOSAL
• Major proposal: The alternation in (1) is phonological — two core assumptions:

(i) Suffix UR is */ -mon-/, observable modulo lengthening in PL (*/-men-/ outside NOM/ACC).
(ii) PIE had the phonological process in (3) deleting post-tonic */o/ before a tautosyllabic consonant.

(3) POST-TONIC */o/-DELETION (PoD): */o/ → ∅ / V́C0 C1]σ
• PoD applies to inflectionally zero-marked N.NOM/ACC.SG (/-∅/) in (4a), but is bled in PL by SZL in (4b):

(4) a. */dHeh- mon-∅/ → *[dHéh.mn
"
] > Ved. dh´̄ama ‘domain’

b. */dHeh- mon-X/ → *[dHéh.mo:n] > Ved. dh´̄amāni ‘domains’, OAv. dāmąm ‘creations’

§4 – PHONOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
• Other categories provide independent evidence for PoD, which would account for:

· Similar SG/PL alternations in other neuter nouns — e.g., (5a–b) (URs = */-wor/, */-or/).
· Deletion in participle suffix */-ónt-/ in, e.g., (6a–b) (fed by separate deletion of root */e/).

(5) a. *[wód-r
"
] : *[wéd-o:r] > Hitt. wātar : widār ‘waters’

b. *[páX-wr
"
] : *[páX-wo:r] > Hitt. pah

˘
h
˘

ur ‘fire’ : TB pūwar ‘fire’
(6) a. */RÉD-bHer-ónt-es/ → *[bHV́bH.rn

"
.tes] > Ved. bíbhratas ‘bearing’

b. */RÉD-gweX-ónt-∅/ → *[gwV́gw.Xn
"
t] > Ved. jágat ‘(moving) world’

• Surface exceptions to PoD essentially limited to thematic vowel *–o/e– (MAX-TH?).
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Constraints

(1) *POST-TONIC-[O]/_C]𝜎 [*´oC]𝜎
Assign one violation mark (*) for each sequence in which [o] occurs in a syllable
that has one or more coda consonants and immediately follows the syllable that
bears primary stress.

∙ Markedness constraint that drives POST-TONIC */o/-DELETION (PoD), which applies
(e.g.) in NOM/ACC.SG of PIE *–men-stems in (8b).

(2) *CF]𝜎 [*CF]𝜎]
Assign a violation mark (*) for each sequence in which a fricative follows a conso-
nant in a syllable coda.

∙ Markedness constraint that drives fricative deletion with compensatory lengthening,
i.e., SZEMERÉNYI’S LAW (SZL; see Sandell and Byrd 2014, 2015 for details); blocks
PoD in NOM/ACC.SG of PIE *–es-stems ((11a) > (11b)).

(3) MAX-C/_V_ [MAX-C/_V_]
Assign one violation mark (*) for each vowel-adjacent consonant in the input that
does not have a correspondent in the output.

∙ Positional faithfulness constraint privileging the preservation of vowel-adjacent conso-
nants, which have better acoustic cues and are thus more perceptible (cf. Côté 2004,
Steriade 2009, i.a.). Controls which consonant is deleted via SZL ((9b) > (9e)), and
prevents overapplication of SZL in NOM/ACC.SG of PIE *–es-stems ((11a) > (11c)).

(4) MAX-C [MAX-C]
Assign one violation mark (*) for each consonant in the input that does not have a
correspondent in the output.

(5) MAX-𝜇 [MAX-𝜇]
Assign one violation mark (*) for each mora in the input that does not have a corre-
spondent in the output.

Conventions
∙ A preceding acute (´-) marks a morpheme that is PREACCENTING, i.e., prefers stress

to fall on the immediately preceding syllable. PIE had a lexical accent system with
a general preference for left-edge word stress (Kiparsky and Halle 1977; Kiparsky
2010; Yates 2016, 2017).

∙ I employ *[h], *[X], *[K] to represent the symbols *h1, *h2, *h3 standardly used in IE
scholarship (cf. Kümmel 2007:227–36).
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